
GEOSCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY in the DIGITAL ERA

Introduction

TODAY, INTEGRATED platforms between SOFTWARE, HARDWARE

and HUMAN RESOURCES is a REQUIREMENT.

REMEMBER THAT INTEGRATION IS FIRSTLY A MIND ATTITUDE
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Geoscience at 360°

 Geoscience means:
▪ SUBSURFACE (reservoirs, seal, traps, source rocks),
▪ but also EARTH SURFACE (environment, earthquakes effects,

water, social impact, global climate, etc.) !
This should be seen as an opportunity.
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 Carefull condiferation of environmental and social impact should 
be part of any project plan, starting exploration and geoscience.



Geoscience at 360°

 The GEOSCIENCE COMMUNITY from the Oil & Gas industry is
indeed in a good position to:

▪ provide its knowledge and experience at global scale to meet

society’s needs for resources, environmental quality, and

resilience to hazards at the same time.

▪ Support society’s demands which help to face the challenges of

modern times, culture and lifes

▪ Support a sustainable business

ENERGY
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Geoscience at 360°

 Geoscience aims to tackle the following critical needs:

 Ensure reliable energy supplies in an increasingly carbon-constrained
world

 Provide sufficient supplies of water

 Sustain ocean, atmosphere, and space resources

 Manage waste to maintain a healthy environment

 Mitigate risk and build resilience from natural and human-made
hazards

 Improve and build needed infrastructure that couples with and uses
Earth resources while integrating new technologies

 Ensure reliable supplies of raw materials

 Inform the public and train the geosciences workforce to understand
Earth processes and address these critical needs
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Geoscience at 360°

 Geoscience is at the FOUNDATION of the value chain

(Exploration), and guides DECISIONS that are valid for the whole

E&P cycle.

 Most of the RISK, but also most of the VALUE and

OPPORTUNITIES, are indeed based on GEOSCIENCES work.

 This is true at the beginning of a project, as well as for its whole

life.
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Workflows, procedures, creative solutions

After ENI (20018: ENI Geosciences E&P
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 Oil & Gas industry uses well defined procedures, from
Exploration to Appraisal to Development: oil is still found in a
similar way as it was in the past, firstly in man’s mind, then
in the subsurface.

 And it works !



Workflows, procedures, creative solutions

 Most future oil and gas production is likely to come from:

 increasingly challenging prospects and new basins

 known hydrocarbon provinces around the world

 improved recovery of existing reserves and near-field exploration

 New discoveries are based both on:

 experience (lessons learnt)

 new geological concepts/vision

 The development of new concepts relies on

 deep understanding of field and laboratory hard data

 advanced geological numerical and experimental modeling

 cumulative, shared knowledge of the geological community
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Organization models under evolution 
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 TODAY there is an even STRONGER NEED TO:

▪ REDUCE RISK,

▪ VALORISE RESERVOIR TO QUICKLY UPGRADE RESOURCES INTO
RESERVES,

▪ INCREASE CAPITAL EFFICIENCY,

▪ ACHIEVE SHORT TIME TO MARKET, ANTICIPATE REVENUES,..

…while the GEOLOGICAL SETTINGS TO EXPLORE ARE
BECOMING INCREASINGLY COMPLEX

 All this should push companies to be more efficient and
implement changes in their organization model, even more
considering the low oil-prices scenarios and the push towards
renewables.



Organization models under evolution 

 E.g. sequential to operational parallel approach: PARALLELIZE

WORKFLOWS and ACTIVITIES

 SHORTEN THE CYCLE and the project execution: compress the

conventional cycle, similarly to the cycle for unconventional.

After ENI (2018): Integration of disciplines for a more effective E&P
industry (presented at 80th EAGE conference) 9



Organization models under evolution 

 Need of INTEGRATION between disciplines and professionals, for

a more effective project execution.

 Invest into INTEGRATION at the VERY EARLY STAGE OF THE

PROJECTS.

 Improve PROJECT ORIENTED TEAMS

After Schlumberger: Integration Strategies for the oil industry
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Organization models under evolution 

 The whole WORKFLOW, should be seen AS A CYCLE.

After PROSPERO Oil & GAS website (2018)
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Organization models under evolution 

 Exploration challenges call for an integrated geoscience model

approach which implies:

 integration and the application of appropriate geophysical and

geological technologies

 technical flexibility

 Emphasis on bringing many areas of geoscience knowledge

together is aimed to

 reduce the prospect risks

 increase opportunities for success

 optimize reservoir development and production
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Organization models under evolution 
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New technology: from bytes to barrels

 Nowadays, this can happen thanks to DIGITALIZATION, which

enable integration between disciplines and functions.

 In the energy industry, moreover, it is increasingly important to be

able to process ever-increasing amounts of DATA, ensuring more

accurate and faster results.
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 E.g. create an OPEN BOOK OF DATA and PROJECTS.

 Not just have access to the same data, but change the behaviour

approach, break-down organization boundaries, locate people

into the same room and on the same project, create integrated

team to deliver results, etc.

New technology: from bytes to barrels
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The Impact of Digital in the Technology Horizon

 Digitalization outcome involves data acquisition, data management, data quality,
data integration, decision support, data security

 Energy is experiencing what some have termed a ‘fourth industrial revolution’,
following those of steam, electrification and automation. Digital and tangible assets
and systems are being connected to create an integrated cyber-physical realm – or
‘the internet of things’ – that can be monitored and controlled using increasingly
powerful and intelligent software.

New technology: from bytes to barrels
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New technology: from bytes to barrels

 On field and reservoir scale…a new approach is
▪ ‘Digital Oil Field’; ‘Integrated Operations’; ‘Smart Fields’; ‘Intelligent Oil
Field’

 Digital oil field can only work properly if
▪ Automated operations are streamlined with new personnel work processes

▪ People understand the concept and process

▪ People are well trained
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New technology: from bytes to barrels

3D CAPABILITIES & GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS;

AUGMENTED and VIRTUAL REALITY;

MACHINE LEARNING / ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE;

an opportunity to push boundaries of exploration, increase quality 

of the geoscience work, reduce project time, and reduce risks.

DRONES & ROBOTICS 

CALCULATION POWER (EXASCALE SUPERCOMPUTERS);

BIG DATA / CLOUD DATABASE
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New technology: from bytes to barrels

Big Data / Cloud Database

2018 - Big Data Management for Cloud-Enabled Geological Information Services
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New technology: from bytes to barrels

Service company Data Center example.

Computing power of 250 petaflops
provided by 40,000 Servers immersion-
cooled data hall. (a petaflop is a
quadrillion floating point operations per
second)

Oil & Gas company Data Center example.

•Reservoir numerical modeling: 100,000
high-resolution reservoir model simulation
runs, executed in a time of 15 hours.
•3D sophisticated depth imaging…from 10
months to 5 days today

Example of a New High-Performance Computing (HPC) 
Data Center Facilities

(DUG, Houston, USA)
(Eni, Ferrara, Italy)
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https://datacenterfrontier.com/hpc-gets-bigger-in-texas-40000-servers-immersed-in-coolant/


 Project acceleration, can involve an higher risk of failure, to be

accepted and mitigated, using:

▪ available technology (making the work faster and more accurate);

▪ a robust process of analysis of failure, which is always a huge

source of learning, and teaching: companies, and people mind,

tend to celebrate success, not look at failure.

 Create an OPEN BOOK OF DATA and PROJECTS: not just have access

to the same data, but change the behaviour approach, break-down

organization boundaries, locate people into the same room, in the

same project, create integrated team to deliver results and make

sure to have them being recognised.

New technology: from bytes to barrels
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New technology: from bytes to barrels

 Oil & Gas upstream sector is indeed a complex, data-driven,

business with data volumes growing exponentially

▪ Upstream organizations work simultaneously with both structured

and unstructured data

▪ They must capture and manage more data than ever and are

struggling to store, analyze and get useful information from these

huge volumes of data

 There is a fundamental need to support real-time decision,

implementing tools and technological solutions that integrate and

synthesize diverse data sources into a unified whole
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The areas where the analytics tools associated with Data management can benefit 
Oil & Gas exploration to perform strategic and operational decision-making, include: 
 Assessing new prospects

▪ Competitive intelligence using Analytics applied to geospatial data, oil and gas reports and 
other syndicated feeds (RSS flow) help to discover best opportunities in order to bid for 
new prospects. 

 Identifying seismic traces
▪ Using advanced analytics based on distributed Database for storage, quick visualization 

and comprehensive processing and imaging of seismic data to identify and discover 
potentially productive seismic trace signatures. 

 Build new scientific models
▪ Using high performance computing based on combination between “historical data” and 

“Real Time Data Acquisition”: Petabyte seismic data sets, Mud Logging, MWD, LWD, 
Testing, Gamma Ray. 

 Enhancing exploration efforts
▪ Historical drilling and production data help geologists and geophysicists to verify their 

assumptions in their analysis of a field where environmental regulations restrict new 
surveys

▪ Combine enterprise data with real-time production data to deliver new insights to 
operating teams for enhancing exploration efforts. 

New technology: from bytes to barrels
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Discipline Technological  Advances Outcome 

Stratigraphy 
and 

sedimentology

• 3D forward modelling of extension, geometry and volume of 
sedimentary sequences

• Process-based modelling of 3D deep water meandering channel 
systems

• Minero-chemostratigraphy

• Prediction of reservoir architectures
• Investigation of hidden reservoir 

geometry and connectivity

Structural 
geology

• Structural dynamic modeling
• Validation of restorations
• Reconstruction of the thermal history
• Evaluation of the stress history 

Geochemistry

• Clumped isotope thermometry of carbonates
• high-resolution isotope ratio mass spectrometers
• analysis of the isotopic signatures of heavy metals

• To probe samples with greater 
precision for more detailed petroleum 
systems analysis

• To provide new constraints on the 
origin and history of hydrocarbons

Petrography 
• Computerized simulation of reservoir porosity and permeability 
• Application of Artificial Intelligence  for the integration of 

petrographic images analysis and intelligent models 

• Pre-drill reservoir quality prediction
• Risk assessment and prospect ranking
• Regional reservoir quality trends
• Well location optimization

Geophysics

• Power computing
• Seismic imaging: Depth Velocity Analysis (DVA)
• Multiphysics Exploration Technology Integrated System (METIS) -

wireless geophysical sensors
• new inversion method for higher structural resolution

• High definition 3D images of subsurface 
in depth domain

• 3D seismic acquisition and real-time 
processing in hard-to-access 
environments

New technology: from bytes to barrels
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

 Technology and digitalization today allow to build real

INTEGRATED PLATFORMS between SOFTWARE, HARDWARE and

HUMAN RESOURCES.

 Invest on better knowledge of individuals as a form of career.

 Find new ways of working in multi-task project teams.

 This is achievable with technology (today available), and the right

people attitude (to be carefully built)
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

Mind-Set 
Behaviour

Cultural and Professional Changes
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

What’s 

changed?

Social networks allow 

companies to gauge the 

opinion of the group

Technological 

advances and new 

channels facilitate 

personalized 

communication

Digital platforms 

provide an opportunity 

for organization to 

highlight new knowledge 

and skills

The things that 

motivate millennials

may  need to be more 

creative with rewards

Mind-Set 
Behaviour

Cultural and Professional Changes
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

 New ideas in geosciences are constantly challenged because they

are essentially dealing with models and hypotheses

 There are some items of particular importance to innovation

▪ The source and ownership of ideas

▪ Constant and constructive interaction with ideas being reviewed,

improved or rejected

▪ Complementarities of team members including multi-cultural and

multidisciplinary teams

▪ Diversity brings discussion, open mindedness and more

importantly, new ideas

▪ Networking is extremely powerful as an innovation tool;
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

 Sharing a new idea is always difficult as time is needed to refine it thoroughly, and most people are

reluctant to share an idea in an early stage because it is an unfinished product. However, you might end up

spending time on the wrong idea if you don’t share or if you delay sharing that idea. You need to subject

your idea to be reviewed as quickly and as often as possible if you want to be successful.

 A constant communication flow is essential to allow innovation, not one new idea but a permanent flow of

new ideas

 Constant innovation comes with open minds, open offices and a deep respect for everyone’s opinion. The

right question can come from anywhere.

 When you stop asking questions you stop being innovative.

 The best questions leading to innovation are commonly generated by the naively curious.

 At the beginning of a new idea, only the inventor believes in it. Interaction with team mates leads to

acceptance in that team and the challenge is to spread the new idea outside that restricted group

 A major problem is ownership of the new idea and sometimes the only solution is to move early adopters

away from their original team to effectively sell the new idea

 Innovation is associated with risks and challenges, as the individual (or the team) has to step out to

promote and market the new idea

Teamwork - the power of sharing
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

 A peer review can quickly and effectively polish a rough idea, redirect a

partially misguided one or even support effectively a new concept, a

new idea. It can thus speed up its adoption

 One of the most powerful and efficient ways to get an idea across is to

involve the team members, stake holders and users as often and as

quickly as possible

 E.g. bringing the reservoir engineers in the early discussions of a

geological model of a complex field with many wells already drilled.

Examining the reservoir engineering problems can help to deliver the

best geological solutions, and it also creates an extraordinary link within

the team as everyone feels ownership of the final model).

Teamwork - the power of sharing
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 There is the need to reinvent the way Oil & Gas industry is seen,

manage and reduce the social impact.

 Today, a key issue for the Oil & Gas sector in the current transition

period, is on HOW TO ATTRACT GOOD PEOPLE, as «the talent pool

is quite shallow».

 The behaviour of the “millennial generation” has changed through

this digital environment, expanding social network and easy access

to rich media information.

Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge
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 Need of the right people with RIGHT MIND ATTITUDE and

CULTURE, to have an effective integration: digitalization and big

data is important, but not enough.

 From VOLUMES TO VALUES, in an new meaning*.

 Spread and disseminate the geoscience culture and technical

knowledge across the E&P cycle.

 NEED TO START FROM THE BASE: THE USE OF GEOSCIENCE AND

TRAINING.

Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

* This preposition has been originally used by O&G companies to mark the shift, during

falling oil prices, from volumes growth to focus on creating value through OPEX and CAPEX

optimization.
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

 CULTURAL TRAINING, and NOT ONLY TECHNICAL-SCIENTIFIC TRAINING,
are both key to career development and management of responsibilities.

 TRAINING NOT JUST AT THE BEGINNING, BUT DISTRIBUTED with time, to
take professionals and managers along their career.

 Continuous TRAINING ON THE JOB: e.g. TUTORED VIRTUAL PROJECT
(help, not judge).

 Working on SKILLS and also on ATTITUDE, for talents creation and
motivated professionals.

 ROTATING KEY PEOPLE AND PROJECTS, through a long-time planning.

 Contribute to develop a good approach and educational system to
ENERGY (connection between the Industry and Academia/Research).
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

 This model is oriented to speed up and drive the professional

competence of geoscientists, also to allow early coverage of leading and

managerial roles within the E&P division.

 Training project based on 2 phases:

Tutored Virtual Project Example 

1. Tutorship of resources along key exploration

departments to gain real experience about the

critical roles and issues of an exploration project.

2. Working on a real exploration project, supported

by tutors: based on real geoscience database and

workstation, trainees must elaborate a final

Prospect Inventory, including probability of

success, risk evaluation and ranking.
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

E-Training Examples (fit-for-purpose)

 Distance learning studios to share specialists’ know-how

 Course capturing and broadcasting to build on experts’ experience

 Immersive training techniques to become operational more quickly

 Tutored & self e-learning
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Cultural and technical-scientific knowledge

Virtual Reality Geoscience Training  Example

 New in-the-field geosciences pedagogy with interactive tools
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